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What a Year!
 
One year ago, at the  
beginning of January 
2008, how many of 

us would have thought 
the year would turn out as it 

did?!  A few may have guessed we would elect our first 
African-American president, but I bet they didn’t guess he 
would run against a female, Republican vice-presidential 
candidate!  Who would have thought that while lots of our 
friends fought floods, Lake Delton would disappear?  How 
many predicted that car gas would hit $4.20 a gallon, yet 
finish the year under $2.00 per gallon?  If anyone out there 
predicted that Bear Stearns, Lehman Brothers, and a host 
of other big names would not be around one year later, we 
need you on our advisory board!  And who would have 
thought Brett Favre would be playing as a New York Jet?
 In spite of all this—or maybe because of it—I’m 
sure for many of us, 2008 had many good moments and 
many good memories.  Probably like many of yours, some 
of my memories happened behind the yoke of an airplane 
and were duly recorded for posterity in my logbook.  There 
were some great trips, great flights, great moments—many 
unexpected and surprising—just like many of the major 
events of 2008.  So we take the good with the bad, the ups 
with the downs, and the highs with the lows.
 What will 2009 bring?  I’m not even going to try 
to guess.  I do know that the sun will rise in the east each 
morning.  There’s a high probability that bad things will 
happen—just like there’s a high probability that some really 
great moments will occur as well.  The point is, while there 
may be a lot of things we can’t control, nobody says we 
can’t go out and create our own good times.  In our cur-
rent unsettled situation, maybe we just have to take some 
matters in our own hands, make them happen, and ensure 
the new year will have some highlights.  That’s my plan 
anyway.  Have a great new year, and thanks for making our 
2008 better!

Jeff Baum

Three of a Kind Beats a Pair
The recent addition of N609C to our rental fleet completes the triad of 
Cirrus SR22s.  Now available for your training and recreational flying, this 
new 2003 Cirrus joins N708ES at Watertown and N951PB, which graces 
the Madison ramp.  All three aircraft true out at 180 knots, making those 
long cross-country flights a breeze!
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A View from Our President

Turn the page for a closer look!

If you’re looking for flying true state-of-the-art aircraft, these planes have 
it!  Checkout is available through the Cirrus Transition Course (CTC), 
given by one of our Cirrus-certified flight instructors at either Watertown 
or Madison.  In addition to the CTC, checkout minimums are 350 hours 
total time if you already possess an instrument rating or 500 hours total 
time without that rating.

Renters checked out at either of the Madison or Watertown facilities will 
be eligible to fly their choice of the three.

For more information, contact either Gustav Ryberg at Madison (608-268-
5005) or Jim Quinn at Watertown (920-261-4567).  We will be happy to 
introduce you to the future of flying, here today! 

Jim Quinn
Flight School Manager, RYV
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•	 2003	model

•	 “Six-pack”	panel

•	 Multi-function	display

•	 Dual	Garmin	430s

•	 S-TEC	55X	autopilot

•	 Hard-Wired	Garmin	396		
	 with	Weather

•	 2005	model

•	 Full	glass

•	 Full	weather

•	 Dual	Garmin	430s

•	 Dual	Avidyne	panels
	 (PFD	&	MFD)

•	 Fully	coupled	autopilot

•	 2005	model

•	 Full	glass

•	 Full	weather

•	 Traffic	and	terrain	 
	 avoidance

•	 Dual	Garmin	430s

•	 S-TEC	55X	autopilot

N609C 
at Watertown

N951PB 
at Madison

N708ES 
at Watertown
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Don’t Be in the Dark
With the shorter days and longer nights of the season, more 
of our flying is done at night. During night flights, having 
enough interior and exterior lighting can be a challenge. See-
ing and being seen in the dark is very important, and the lack 
of proper lighting is a very real safety issue.  Although a flight 
bag can’t be complete without a flashlight and a preflight 
check shouldn’t be performed without a check of the exterior 
lighting, it’s often not enough or simply doesn’t solve all of 
our needs. 

Of all the modifications that can be made to an aircraft, 
improvements to the interior and exterior lighting systems 
can be one of the most effective and least expensive changes 
that can be made. What good is an expensive upgrade to your 
instrument panel if the internal lighting fails and you can’t 
see the panel?  If you can’t see what’s ahead of you on the 
runway, it can be a potential threat to your safety. 

We now have numerous choices when it comes to improving 
the lighting of your aircraft. Exterior light replacement with 
an LED or HID system will increase light output and all but 
eliminate lamp failures.  Interior options are many, and these 
systems also increase light output and reliability and may also 
feature a battery backup in the case of an electrical fault. 

Don’t be left in the dark.  Let us light your way to finding out 
what can be done to meet your needs and increase the output 
of your flying enjoyment.  For more information, contact me 
at Pete.Schroeder@WisconsinAviation.com or at  
920-261-4567.

Pete Schroeder
Vice President of Technical Services
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Across 
 1 Agile aircraft. 

 3 Gets larger. 

 4 Negative pressure 
gadget. 

 6 They set the bar. 

 10 It has lots of H20. 

 12 Not slack. 

 13 Like a desert. 

 14 Have some  

         8 hours before. 

 15 Not a him. 

 16 A way to go. 

 17 Last AOPA top dog. 

 18 Not off. 

 21 It provides thrust. 

 22 Tweety approach to  

  KPSM Fix 1 & 2. 

 24 In the flesh. 

 27 Round ball challenge. 

 28 Winter piece of  

         equipment. 

   29 Some cut the cards this 
way. 

 31 Tweety approach to  

         KPSM Fix 3 & 4.  

 34 See her for your BFR. 

 35 It's blowin' in the wind. 

Down 
 1 Word before stay to a 

K9. 

 2 It makes the wine better. 

 3 Taildragger's mishap. 

 5 ORD originally. 

 6 Where your nose is. 

 7 Under the soup. 

 8 Tweety approach to  

         KPSM Fix 5. 

 9 It goes from rose to rose. 

 11 Alone in the clouds. 

 19 FSDO org. 

 20 This couple makes   
sparks. 

 23 "The final frontier." 

 24 It keeps you up in the air. 

 25 Trendy 

 26 Challenging maneuvers. 

 28 Guiding lights. 

 30 Pappy in his Corsair. 

 32 Payable now. 

 33 Go here to get a clear-
ance. 

Copyright S.J. Schwegel January 9, 2009 

Tweety Bird 
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ELT 121.5 Coverage to End!
Some of you die-hard Talewinds readers may recall an article 
on page 9 in our Winter 2007 edition entitled, “Termination of 
121.5 MHz Beacons for Satellite Alerting is Coming Soon.”  
Well, “coming soon” is almost upon us.

In 1973, most general aviation aircraft were equipped with an 
ELT that transmits on the 121.5, 243.0 MHz frequency, the 
designated international distress frequency.  ELTs were origi-
nally intended for use on the 121.5 MHz frequency to alert air 
traffic control and aircraft monitoring the frequency.  With an 
activation rate of less than 25 percent in actual crashes and a 97 
percent false-alarm rate, the old satellite system will be discon-
tinued.

COSPAS-SARSAT, the organization charged with providing 
satellites to search for emergency locator transmitter (ELT) 
signals, will cease monitoring the 121.5 MHz frequency on 
February 1, 2009.  After that date, satellites will only monitor 
the 406 MHz frequency.  This means that most of the ELTs in 
GA aircraft will no longer be covered by the COSPAS-SARSAT 
network.  See related article on page 5.

So, what can you do?  Our avionics department at Wisconsin 
Aviation-Madison recommends the C126 ELT (406 MHz).  This 
newest model activates 81-83 percent of the time and transmits 
a more accurate and near-instantaneous emergency signal by 
utilizing digital technology.  This digital 406-MHz ELT also al-
lows search-and-rescue personnel to have vital information spe-
cific to you and your aircraft.  We have been installing systems 
starting at $1500 on up, depending on the current on-board  

system.  In some cases, we can re-use existing wiring, ELT-
mounting location, and antenna locations (to reduce install 
costs).  All systems will require the installation of a panel-
mounted switch assembly (with annunciator) to allow pilot acti-
vation and visual indication.  The antenna needs to be changed, 
but the original footprint for it is the same.  Systems generally 
have a five-year battery life, resulting in better accuracy, better 
performance, longer transmits, etc.

For more information and quotes, visit our website at  
WisconsinAviation.com or call our avionics department in  
Madison at 608-206-5000.

Brian Riese
Avionics Manager, MSN

What used to be a temporary ADIZ (Air Defense Identifica-
tion Zone) is now a permanent FRZ (Flight Restricted Zone) 
surrounded by an SFRA (Special Flight Rules Area), a 30-nm 
radius centered on the DCA VOR/DME.  An FAA final rule has 
established the new airspace configuration around the nation’s 
capital.  The FRZ is a 15-nautical-mile-radius ring emanating 
from Washington National Airport.  Flights within the FRZ are 
restricted to those authorized by the FAA and the Transportation 
Security Administration (TSA).  To enter the SFRA, pilots must 
file a flight plan and fly in radio contact with ATC.  An ATC-
assigned transponder code is also required.  The good news is 

Washington Airspace Restrictions Are Now Permanent

that the new airspace encompasses a footprint some 1,800 square 
miles smaller than the ADIZ established as a temporary security 
measure in February 2003—a direct response to the terrorist at-
tacks of September 11, 2001.  That restricted airspace consisted 
of three overlapping rings extending out 23 miles from each of 
the major airports in the Washington area.  That airspace was 
reduced in size in August 2007, removing restrictions on 33 air-
ports and helipads and forming the basis for the current, perma-
nent configuration.  The D.C. SFRA rules are effective February 
17, 2009.  Be sure to check NOTAMs for additional restrictions.  
Also a must—a Washington TCA chart! 
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Santa made a visit to the Jet Room restaurant at Wisconsin 
Aviation-Madison.

The highlight of the event, however, was the fact that Pat and Pam 
O’Malley, the owners and operators of the Jet Room, received a 
fabulous Christmas gift.  For the second year in a row, they re-
ceived a 100% score on their recent Public Health Report from the 
combined City/County Public Health Department.

Congrats to all on this accomplishment!

Santa Visits Jet Room

Pictured from left to right are Jet Room employees Ashley Porter, Mary 
Huber, Nancy Sutherland, and Shannon Julson, and, of course,  

Mr. Claus himself.

“Unless you have a 406-MHz emergency locator transmitter 
(ELT), even your U.S.-registered airplane will be closed to 
Canadian airspace in approximately two years.  Even flights that 
begin and end in the United States—but with a segment involv-
ing transition of Canadian airspace—will not be permitted, 
based on a decision made recently by Transport Canada that will 
cover all foreign-registered aircraft as well as those operated 
under Canadian registration.  As of this February, search-and-
rescue satellites will cease to monitor 121.5 MHz, the frequency 
used by older ELTs.  New 406-MHz units typically cost $1,000 
plus installation, according to the Canadian Owners and Pilots 
Association, and are soon to be eclipsed by better technology.  
The FAA has so far not mandated installation of the new ELTs, 
and the COPA management has projected that the new ruling 
will severely cut down on U.S. aircraft operators visiting their 
northern neighbor.  The group estimates that 63,000 foreign-
registered aircraft visited Canada last year—90 percent from the 
United States.”

Canada Confirms 406-MHz ELT 
Rule Implementation

Photo by Pam O’Malley

In November of 2008, Governor Doyle approved a $90,000 
project to upgrade the Automated Weather Observation Station 
(AWOS) at the Dodge County Airport.
 
On Monday, December 15, 2008, the technicians arrived to 
begin the installation of the new AWOS III equipment at Juneau.  
The weather was overcast, cold, and windy with wind chills 
of -20˚ F, followed by several inches of snow over the next 
few days.  On Thursday morning, the technicians from Vaisala 
advised that the installation was complete and the FAA would be 
arriving to inspect and certify the installation.  

The new AWOS III provides the same weather information 
you’re used to hearing on 119.075, but also provides us with 
cloud height and the sky conditions.  It also gives us a bit more 
historical and trend data than offered in the old system.  The staff 
at Juneau are thankful to have the new system up and running.  
The old system, which was reported to be one of the oldest in the 
state, required significant attention to keep it up and running. 

Tim Bentheimer
Manager, UNU

AWOS Upgrade
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The Dodge County Airport Now 
Offers Simulator Training
Meet the latest addition to our training fleet! We now offer 
simulator training using an ATC-610 instrument simulator. The 
simulator provides the ideal setting for teaching instrument 
procedures and basic knowledge of instrument flying without the 
noise and distractions experienced in the aircraft.

Our new ATC-610 is approved for use in our Instrument Rating 
Course and is creditable for 20 of the 40 hours required by 14 
CFR 61.65(e)(2).  Additionally, it may be used to maintain IFR 
proficiency as allowed in 14 CFR 61.51(g)(4) and 61.57(c).

The ATC-610 rental is only $39.95/hr. + Instrument Instructor 
(CFII) cost.

Simulator training is extremely valuable, as recognized by the 
FAA, and, of course, is not subject to the whims of Mother  
Nature or the time of day.

Start your instrument training today, along with our instrument 
ground school, and be ready to finish in the airplane when the 
weather turns to spring.

Our senior CFII, Jeffrey Anderson, pictured on the left, has  
extensive simulator training and experience.  He is looking for-
ward to working with you to obtain your Instrument Rating or to 
help you maintain your IFR currency.

The ATC-610 is another improvement in our training commit-
ment to you.

Call 920-386-2402 today to schedule the ATC-610.

Tim Bentheimer
Manager, UNU

Pilots Needed  
to Fly  
Jumpers
If you have a commercial pilot  
certificate and a total of 500 hours, and  
would like to build your hours, you can fly for time 
with the Seven Hills Skydivers. If interested, call 
Bob Payne @ 608-244-5088.

Unique Opportunity MYSTERY AIRCRAFT

Answer	on	page	9

OF	THE	QUARTER
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Finally an Affordable Electronic Flight Instrument  
System for Certified General Aviation Aircraft
Aspen Avionics has introduced the new Evolution Flight Display 
(EFD) system, the most innovative and affordable glass cockpit 
system ever for certified general aviation aircraft.  Glass cockpits, 
long proven to reduce pilot workload by consolidating primary 
flight data, have remained beyond the reach of many general avia-
tion pilots.  The new EFD1000 system, based on the latest digital 
electronics and LCD technolo-
gies, allows you to quickly and 
easily upgrade the center verti-
cal pair of instruments in your 
primary six-pack.

The EFD1000 is a common 
hardware platform—a com-
pletely self-contained module 
including gyro, pitot and static 
sensors—that slide into the ex-
isting 3-inch analog instrument receptacles in your panel.  It of-
fers a range of PFDs and MFDs to allow you to configure your 
system for your own personal requirements.  Upgrading from one 
model of display to another is as easy as loading new software.  
It allows you to build on your original investment and upgrade as 
your needs grow—no more tearing out the old to start anew.

This system delivers a level of redundancy and safety previously 
unavailable in piston aircraft.  In the unlikely event that your air-
craft should ever lose electrical power, each display includes a 
built-in backup battery designed to keep your system running for 
at least 30 minutes, with an emergency GPS for continued situ-
ational awareness.

Since the EFD1000 can be 
installed individually or as a 
multi-tube system, your tran-
sition from steam gauges to 
glass can happen in stages or 
all at once—it’s up to you.
 
What really counts is the 
installed cost.  Since the 
EFD1000 slides right into your 

panel’s existing instrument cutouts and contain all its major sen-
sors, the installation time and cost are literally cut in half.

For more information on installation of this new innovative sys-
tem, contact Brian.Riese@WisconsinAviation.com or call me at 
608-268-5006.

Brian Riese
Avionics Manager, MSN

On November 6, 2008, Wisconsin Aviation, the aviation services 
provider for the Dane County Regional Airport in Madison, con-
ducted a ribbon-cutting ceremony at its Madison facility dedicat-
ing its new avionics hangar.  The $1-million, 10,800-square-foot 
structure was erected between two existing buildings, thus com-
pleting the company’s Technical Services Complex.  With the 
new tri-hangar complex, Wisconsin Aviation offers the general 
maintenance facilities and the avionics repair shop side by side.  
This centralization move will reduce the downtime of customer 
aircraft and increase efficiency in completing complex repairs.

Within the new tri-hangar complex, more than 21 experienced 
aircraft technicians and support personnel stand ready to provide 
requisite expert diagnostic and repair service for almost any 
aircraft problem.  They offer 24/7 emergency service, as well as 
free quotes and answers addressing specific needs via phone at 
800-594-5359 or by visiting their website at WisconsinAviation.
com.  Wisconsin Aviation has been designated a factory-autho-
rized maintenance service center for Cessna/Columbia, Cirrus, 
Socata, and Piper aircraft corporations. The avionics division is 
an FAA-certified repair station and holds dealership status with 
Garmin, Honeywell, S-Tec/Meggit, L-3, Avidyne, Aspen Avion-
ics, and numerous other top-of-the-line avionics companies. 

Don Winkler
Director of Public Affairs & Media, MSN

Pictured from left to right are:  Randy Paulson, M&I Bank; Brian 
Riese, Wisconsin Aviation Avionics Manager;

Jeff Baum, Wisconsin Aviation CEO/President; Brad Livingston, 
Director of the Dane County Regional Airport;

Pete Schroeder, Wisconsin Aviation Vice President of Technical  
Services; and Phil Martini, CEO/President of C.R. Meyer and Sons, 

Inc., general contractor from Oshkosh, Wisconsin.

Wisconsin Aviation Opens New Avionics Hangar
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Where Are They Now?

When asked to contribute to this column, I thought that it was 
ironic that the editor would ask an instructor/charter pilot to write 
an article, especially since my head is usually in the clouds!  First, 
let me introduce myself.  The FAA has ordained me:  an Airline 
Transport Pilot, a Gold Seal Multi-Engine Instrument Instructor, 
and an Advanced Instrument Ground Instructor.  I hold a high 
altitude endorsement, and to humble myself, I became “a real pi-
lot” by earning a tailwheel 
endorsement.  Last time 
I checked, I hold a valid 
marriage certificate to my 
wife Saedra [pronounced 
say-drah] who tolerates me 
at home, while I muddle 
through parenting my two 
sons--Tucker, who is two 
years old, and Elijah of two 
months.  We live close to 
RYV.

I started my aviation ca-
reer at Wisconsin Aviation 
in the spring of 1998 when 
my dad gave me an intro-
ductory flight on my 16th 
birthday.  Jeremy Maas 
took me on my intro ride 
and became my first instructor.  His unique teaching style trans-
formed me from the civilian “plain” to the aviation “plane.”  For 
example, Jeremy taught exciting procedures, such as yawing the 
airplane.  

Limited by my Pizza-Hut-delivery income, I scheduled only one 
or two flights per month.  I did ask if I could get more flight time 
by delivery-dropping pizzas by airplane, but the boss said “NO 
WAY!”  Oh well.  In 2000, my fourth instructor relented and 
sent me for my check-ride, which I passed on the second attempt 
before starting at UW-Platteville.  Two years later, mechanical 
engineering ambitions faded because I needed something more 
hands-on and practical. 

I became an instrument student to Jim Quinn and Melanie Reh-
berg, while working at Pizza Hut full time.  After completing the 
instrument rating in the winter, I knew I needed to complete my 
college degree to be competitive in the job market.  

Little did I know that all of my piloting and college work would 
pay off in a big way when I discovered the University of Dubuque 

offered a major in “Flight 
Operations.”  Guess what?  
The private and instrument 
license counted for 15 col-
lege credits!  Four years 
and six check-rides later, I 
worked on the flight instruc-
tor line at UD, advancing 
to assistant chief and safety 
manager.  The most reward-
ing aspect of flight instruct-
ing was seeing the students 
graduate into commercial 
certificates and CFI ratings.

Now, I hope to broaden my 
horizons with the experi-
ence that comes from be-
ing employed by Wisconsin 
Aviation’s flight school and 

charter department.  If you or someone you know needs to fulfill 
a flying goal for a private, commercial, ATP,  or CFI certificate; 
an instrument, multi, or other rating; a BFR or IPC; or just want 
to say “hi,” feel free to stop in at RYV.  Keep your head in the 
clouds!

Jesse Fremont
CFI, RYV

------------------------------------------------
This is our third article on where our former Wisconsin Aviation 
students currently are.  Updated standings:  Women – 2; Men – 1.

If you would like to be the next person to be featured in this  
section, call or email me your story.

Editor

Mandatory Cessna SEB07-5 Revision 1, dated December 17, 2007, gives select Cessna single-
engine aircraft owners the opportunity to have the pilot secondary seat stop installed under  
warranty.  This warranty will expire December 17, 2009.

Please call Wisconsin Aviation at 608-268-5003, or email me at Ray.Felber@WisconsinAviation.
com to check for aircraft eligibility and part ordering/scheduling.  The co-pilot secondary seat 
stop is also available but is not covered under warranty.

Ray Felber
Maintenance Manager, MSN

Cessna Owners – Heads Up! 
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Wisconsin Aviation Hosts First WBAA Safety Seminar
On Tuesday, November 18, 2008, Wisconsin Aviation-Madison 
hosted the first WBAA Safety Day conference, co-sponsored 
by Embraer Aviation and NewView Technologies, Inc.  The 
event brought together approximately 40 personnel and flight 
departments throughout the state of Wisconsin.  The conference 
featured several guest speakers that provided their expertise as it 
related to various areas of aviation safety.  Keynote speaker was 
Jan Gerstner, an operations inspector at the Milwaukee FSDO 
office.  He related a chilling story that he titled, “A Dark & 
Stormy Night.”  It involved two aircraft from the same company 
that collided on a taxiway.  He touched on a variety of different 
factors that took place that night, some of which were everyday 
occurrences common for pilots, but are often times overlooked.  
“It was a real eye-opener,” one pilot commented.  There were 
several other speakers who discussed an array of safety problems, 
all of which made for an interesting and successful conference.  

During the lunch break, Mr. Greg Babcock, regional manager 
for Embraer Aviation, briefed the audience on his company’s 
organization and aircraft.

Located in Sao Jose dos Campos, Brazil, the company was 
founded in 1969 and has become one of the largest aircraft man-
ufacturing companies in the world and focuses on three market 
segments—commercial jets, executive jets, and defense systems 
aircraft.  Embraer employs almost 24,000 people.  Mr. Bab-
cock travelled to the seminar in one of his Embraer Legacy 600 
executive jets.  The 600 carries 16 passengers and has a range of 
3050 nm.  Its maximum takeoff weight is 49,600 lbs. and is pow-
ered by two RR turbofans, each producing 8,810 lbs. of thrust.  It 
has a top speed of 518 mph and sells for $25 million.

A bit about the WBAA – The Wisconsin Business Aviation Asso-
ciation is a non-profit business association founded in June 2000 
to represent and advance the interests of the Wisconsin business 
aviation community.  The association presents the benefits of 
business aviation as a principal advocate and voice for business 
aviation before state and local governments, the public and the 
media.  According to their executive director, Mr. Steve Rehwin-
kel, the vision of WBAA is to be Wisconsin’s recognized force 
for promoting the improvement and advancement of business 
aviation, aviation infrastructure, safety, and public acceptance of 
business aviation.

The afternoon presentations were given by Ms. Linda Augustine, 
a registered nurse and senior medical instructor for MedAire.  
Her presentation on in-flight medical emergencies was most 
enlightening.  The program ended with Mr. Grant Goetsch, vice 
president of operations for Wisconsin Aviation, discussing TSA’s 
large aircraft security program for FAA Part 135 aircraft.

Wisconsin Aviation looks forward to hosting more events for the 
WBAA, as well as for any other companies interested in doing 
aviation-related seminars.

Kristy Robinson
CSR Manager, MSN

Using the Embraer Legacy 600 as their backdrop, the WBAA board 
members pose for a picture (L-R):  Jeff Baum, president/CEO of 

Wisconsin Aviation, Inc.; Steve Rehwinkel, executive director, WBAA; 
Greg Ray, chief pilot, Modine Manufacturing Company; Dave Mann, 

vice president/general manager, Batten International Airport; and Dave 
Davies, president of D.W. Davies & Co., Inc.

Recently, the U.S. Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL) 
invited proposals for an “Efficient Affordable Global-Life Flight 
Demonstrator” that will provide the aerodynamic and structural 
technology for a replacement for the USAF’s 380-ton Lockheed 
Martin C-5 Galaxy.

Advanced airframe concepts applicable to a future strategic 
airlifter included a tailless, blended wing-body (BWB), as tested 
with the Boeing-designed X-48B.

NASA’s free-flight tests of the blended wing-body (BWB) 
concept began in July 2007, using this three-jet, remote-control 
subscale X-48B Skyray drone, built by Cranfield Aerospace for 
Boeing’s Phantom Works.  (Nasa-Dryden)

MYSTERY AIRCRAFT
OF	THE	QUARTER

Answer to

Congratulations to the
Following Aircraft Buyers:

William Buchholtz
Watertown, Wisconsin

2003 Mooney

Prime Aviation II, LLC
Brookfield, Wisconsin

2003 Cirrus SR22So
ld

!!
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Flight School Offerings

Learn to Fly IFR in 2009—and Explore the World 
of GPS Flying

If you’ve been thinking about going for that instrument rating, 
now is a great time to get started.  Ground schools are gearing 
up for the new year, and a new instrument course on GPS and 
glass-panel flying will be offered in 2009.

The Watertown Flight School will hold its next Instrument 
Ground School from February 3 to April 7, 2009. The course 
will be held over ten Tuesdays from 6 to 9 p.m.

You’ll learn about flying under Instrument Flight Rules and gain 
the knowledge to prepare for the Instrument Rating Knowl-
edge Test.  Each class will feature interactive discussions on all 
required topics, including cross-country planning, instrument 
approaches, and weather.

Required materials include: 
 • Jeppesen Instrument Pilot kit or equivalent. 
 • Calculator
 • Flight computer (E6B/electronic E6B)
 • Pens/pencils/paper for taking notes
 • Charts and publications as required during course

Space is limited, so it’s best to register in advance.  Contact 
Elaine Kauh at (920) 261-4567 or e-mail her at Elaine.Kauh@
WisconsinAviation.com.  The course fee is $195 pre-registered, 
or $225 after February 3.

If you plan to do your IFR training or future flying in an aircraft 
with an IFR-certified GPS, see below for more details on the 
new Instrument Ground School for Technically Advanced Air-
craft.

Fly IFR for the “Technically Advanced”

You’ve probably seen more and more airplanes on the ramp 
sporting glass panels or IFR-certified GPSs.  And you may have 
noticed that not all of them are brand-new composite aircraft.  
More and more Skyhawks, Archers, and other older models are 
getting the latest in cockpit technology installed.

Yes, folks, that’s the way things are moving—and quickly.  
Given the FAA’s plans to decommission hundreds of VOR and 
ILS approaches over the next several years, GPS navigation 
will become predominant.  And glass panels—the computerized 
versions of the “six-pack” panels so many of us learned to fly 
with—are becoming more common.

To that end, the Watertown Flight School will introduce a unique 
ground school tailored for the times—Wisconsin Aviation’s first 
IFR Ground School for Technically Advanced Aircraft.  The 
course will take place over 2 three-hour sessions and will cover 
glass-panel basics and Garmin 430 operations, all in an IFR 
context.

Who should attend?

• Pilots enrolled in our Instrument Ground School who want  
 an add-on course for IFR training in Technically Advanced  
 Aircraft.  The TAA add-on will be included as part of the   
 Instrument Ground School fee.

• Pilots who are working on their instrument ratings  
 individually can attend the TAA Ground School for $79.

• Instrument-rated pilots who are transitioning into a  
 Technically Advanced Aircraft or are upgrading their  
 aircraft with a glass panel and/or IFR GPS can attend  
 for $79.

The IFR Ground School for Technically Advanced Aircraft will 
be held over two Wednesdays—March 25 and April 1, from 6 
to 9 p.m.

Private Pilot Ground School

The most recent Private Pilot Ground School has commenced as 
of January 26, 2009.  However, if you’re willing to play “catch-
up” and want to join in late, call Elaine and let her know.

If you missed this one, the next one will be scheduled in early 
summer, so watch “What’s Around the Corner” in the spring 
issue.

We anticipate the costs to be the same as before—but no  
promises in this economy!

---------------------------------------------------------

For more information or to register for any of the three courses, 
call (920) 261-4567 or e-mail Elaine Kauh at Elaine.Kauh@
WisconsinAviation.com or Jim Quinn at Jim.Quinn@Wisconsin 
Aviation.com.

Elaine Kauh
CFI, RYV
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  For full specifications and photos, visit our website at WisconsinAviation.com.

Coming soon…
Twin Comanche, Cessna 441, Citation 500

We Welcome Your Consignment!  Wisconsin Aviation, Inc., is one of the state’s largest aircraft dealers.  We maintain a large inventory 
of brokered aircraft.  If you are considering selling your aircraft, please call to discuss the advantages of listing your aircraft with us.  If 
you’re in the market to buy and we don’t have the plane you want, we’ll find it for you.

2000 Piper Archer III:   Aspen Avionics Pro Electronic Flight Display!  Dual Garmin GNS-430Ws!  
New S-TEC 55X autopilot with electric trim and GPSS roll steering!  Flight director and slaved 
HSI!  Air conditioning!  Only 1325 TTSN, NDH.  Best-equipped, non-glass Archer you can buy!  
$185,000

2005 Cirrus SR22-GTS:   Pristine aircraft!  Only 180 TT!  Platinum engine, S-TEC 55X, TAWS, 
traffic, CMAX, de-ice, XM weather, Tanis heater, NDH! Always hangared!  This one has it all plus 
a $3500 fuel card and 4 Bose headsets!   Reduced to $329,000!

1967 Piper Arrow 180:   Fresh annual! 4180 TTSN, 530 SMOH, MK-12D NavCom with 
glideslope, MX-12 NavCom, ADF, 4-place intercom, Horton STOL kit, Autoflite autopilot.   
Reduced to $44,900!

1975 Piper Aztec E:   7925 TT, 1332/1063 SMOH, October annual, full deice, King digital, KNS-
80, HSI, RDR-150 radar.  Ready to go at $85,000!

Aircraft for Sale

Congratulations, Superstars!
The individuals listed below have achieved solo status or obtained

the certificates or ratings shown since the previous issue of Talewinds.
Congratulations to all!

Solo Status
 Erik Adams (MSN) Steve Dodson (RYV) Martin Merck (MSN)
 John Bohman (MSN) Keith Farley (RYV) Eric Schaitel (MSN)
 Nathan Brack (MSN) Marcelo Fraga (MSN) Jan Turke (RYV)
 Jack Davis (RYV) Christopher Harrison (MSN) Jonathan Weege (MSN)
 Ron Chisholm (RYV) Jamie Horton (RYV)

Certificates & Ratings
 Instrument Private Commercial
 Steve Bartos (RYV) Bill Crahen (MSN) Matthew McNeil (MSN)
 Robert Lee (UNU) Marty Franke (RYV)
 Scott Noll (RYV) Heather Lang (MSN) Recreational
 Davis Smith (MSN) Mary Linton (RYV) Tom Zizzo (RYV)
  Justin Skinner (RYV)
  Marc Stern (RYV) Flight Instructor
  Josh VanEgmond (UNU) Mike Weinfurt (UNU) 
  Bill Wynkoop (RYV)



February 3 Instrument Rating Ground School @ RYV
 Tuesdays thru April 7, 6 pm – 9 pm
    
February 5 Instrument Rating Ground School @ MSN
 Thursdays thru May 14, 6 pm – 9 pm
    
March 11 VFR Refresher Clinic @ MSN
 Wednesday, 6 pm – 9 pm
    
March 21 IFR Refresher Clinic @ MSN
 Saturday, 9 am – 12 noon
    
March 25 & IFR Ground School for Technically Advanced Aircraft @ RYV
April 1 Wednesdays, 6 pm – 9 pm

June 1 EAA Chapter 897 Pancake Breakfast @UNU

June 14 Ninety-Nines Pancake Breakfast/Airport Open House @RYV

July 27 thru EAA AirVenture 2009 @ OSH
August 2

August 31 Juneau Lions Club Pancake Breakfast @UNU

For more details on our ground school offerings, visit our website at
WisconsinAviation.com. 
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